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pennette mediterraneo
The swordfish from our 

sea, cherry tomatoes and 
eggplants from our lands: 

an exquisite taste of the 
Mediterranean tradition.



first courses

Vegetarian Lasagne
Lasagne with meat ragù

Gnocchi Italian Style

Crepes in 4 cheese sauce 
Giant Blacks with salmon

panzotti with provola cheese & speck



Second Courses

Swordfish Caponata 

Sicilian Caponata

Oily fish Rolls

Swordfish Rolls

snack
mattonella

Baked Mini Arancina

rollS turkey sausage

Baked Mini Calzone

Swordfish Cakes
Meatballs



Bread

Tumminia Sandwich Sesame Sandwich 

Green Tea Sandwich

Olive Focaccia

Cherry tomatoes Focaccia

Focaccia with Stracchino Cheese

Breakfast
Cocoa Roll Orange Roll

Cartocci 
with Ricotta 

cream

Modica 
Chocolate 

Muffin

Bronte 
Pistachio 
Muffin Orange 

Muffin 

Dolce 



dessert

Mini Cannoli

Mini Cassata

Mini Babà 

Orange Cream Puff

Cream Puff with pastry cream

Chocolate Cream Puff

Chocolate Mini Roll 

Pastry Cream Mini Roll

Modica Chocolate Gobbet Cake

Bronte Pistachio Gobbet Cake

Ciaculli Mandarin Gobbet Cake

White & berry TartSachertorte Tart

Ciaculli 
Mandarin 

Tart



Artisanal Production Industrial Efficiency

The big spaces and the work of a team of 50 people that include chefs, pastry chefs and bakers 
provide the base for our high rate productive capacity that allows us to satisfy the market 
demands of important companies in the field of  catering, such as airline companies, Ho.RE.CA 
and G.D.O. Today our bakery guarantees a production capacity of more than 50.000 products 
per day, while our savory production is of 40.000 daily units.
One of our strong points is the logistics organization. All the orders are processed and delivered 
to the customer within 15 working days (1 week for the production and 1 week for the shipping). 
The transport guarantees the strict respect of the cold chain, and thus the perfect condition of 
the product when it is delivered to the customer.

Dolce Carollo is an artisanal industry. Our first courses, our pastries, all of our products are still 
the result of an accurate and caring handmade manufacturing, that guarantees the quality-based 
excellence.
Fantasy, creativity and experience of our chefs are at the basis of the innovative and amazing 
culinary proposals. We love surprising our customers, constantly suggesting new and practical 
solutions for their catering. 
Our whole manufacturing process is completely in compliance with the BRC Global Standard for 
Food Safety, a  highly regarded certification that accredits the quality and the excellence of our 
production.



packaging & customization company profile

Product Customization
We can adapt our product to the particular tastes that a specific market could demand, changing 
ingredients. We can also create new ad hoc recipes if necessary, keeping the highest quality standards 
that marks our work.

Packaging Customization 
We are able to supply our creations in standard packaging in the most demanded sizes in the market. We 
also study particular solutions for any need, creating customized packaging and specific standards.

Our company is a company that loves working  in synergy with the customers and their needs. We 
have studied many solutions to satisfy the needs and the standards of airline companies and large 
chains of food distribution, strengthening prestigious partnerships over the years.
A dynamic and expert entity in the Sicilian food industry,  run efficiently and innovatively by young 
professionals that continue a tradition of quality based excellence more than 50 years long. Our 
organization aims to guarantee the customer the highest standards in every stage from the 
selection to the purchase and the logistics of the orders. A strong structure, ready to take on all 
the new challenges that the market will bring and it is projected into a future that will give us the 
privilege to become the exporters of the traditional products of Sicily all over the world.
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